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ABSTRACT 

In overloaded networks it is difficult to deter
mine the tasic data of traffic engineering. Some 
measurements were made to assess the interrela
tion tetween the traffic situation and the rela
tive weights of the reasons of failure. A mathe
matical model of approximate nature allows to 
decide whether a traditional or a "repeated at
tempts" model should te adopted in dimensioning 
parts of a connection path. The data required 
for this are only the carried traffic, the num
ter of call attempts and the holding times. The 
mathematical model presented for "repeated at
tempts" purposes assumes that the invest igated 
group has in spite of repetitions an Erlang or 
Engset character with some fictitious offered 
traffic. Other parts of the networks and the 
called sutscriters are also considered. This mo
del neglects reattempt times tut can take sever
al failure type dependent perseverance functions 
into account. Simulation tests have shown that 
calculation results may te used in a wide range 
of practical cases. 

INTRODUCTION 

The protlems of overloaded telephone network~ 
have teen discussed in many earlier and recent 
putlications all over the world. Many sugges
tions have also teen made concerning conceptions 
atout the way of taking repeated calls into ac
count in traffic engineering practice. According 
to experience an appropriate method that chould 
sufficiently support the design engineers work
ing in a country of moderate technical level 
still does not exist. In most Administrations 
the present day traffic measurement technique is 
not sufficient to determine the parameters re
quired ty the existing traffic engineering meth
ods. Studying the data given for design purposes 
it is often impossitle to find out whether they 
are data of an overloaded network or not. 

In order to solve this protlem an intensive re
search work took place in the last years. The 
three main research fields were: 

- investigation of characteristics of overloaded 
networks on the tasis of the interpretation of 
traffic measurement results; 

- reliatle determination of traffic intent as 
dimensioning starting data from traffic meas
urement results, choice tetween the tradition
al and the "repeated call" traffic engineering 
methods; 

- elatoration of a traffic engineering method 
taking into account repeated call attempts 
and interaction of network and sutscriter. 

The most important results of this work are sum
marized in the following. 

1. INVESTIGATION OF CHARACTERISTICS OF OVERLOAD
ED NETWORKS 

1.1. TRAFFIC OBSERVATIONS 

Traffic measurements were carried out on the in-
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put and output trunks of a terminal exchange in 
an overloaded network. [1] The otservation has 
teen extended over a period of 4 days, altoge
ther 22 hours. The most detailed otservation has 
taken place in the case of long distance calls 
at the investigation. Altogether 2950 incoming 
calls and 4800 outgoing calls have teen evalu
ated; they represent 87 erlh and 93 erlh traf-
f ic, respect i ve ly. . 

Otserving the call attempts it was possitle to 
determine whether a conversation has taken place 
or not and also the reason of failure could te 
given. The same investigation has taken place 
toth for incoming and outgoing calls. The fol
lowing reasons of failure were identified /the 
designation of the numter of unsuccessful call 
attempts tecause of the given fa ilure is also 
indicated telow and will te used in the follow
ing/: 

- failures caused ty congestion /these are func
tions of traffic dimensioning/, Ct; 

- failures tecause of early disconnect ions 
caused ty the calling sutscriter and the net
work /most atandoned calls have taken place 
tecause the calling sutscrU:er found it tiring 
to wait and interrupted the callI, ck; 

- failures caused ty the called sutscriter /who 
was tusy or did not answer/, cnf; 

- unsuccessful call attempts caused cy tec hnical 
faults in the equipment /e.g. fault in signal
ling, interruption of the conversation, etc/, 
Ch· 

1.2. MEASUREMENT RES ULTS 

Considering the naturally smaller failure rate 
of incoming calls the results given ty outgoing 
calls will te evaluated. Thus the results will 
te of the same nature, tut the picture will te 
more demonstrative. Tatle 1 shows the proportion 
of the numter of outgoing calls and the traffic 
given ty them according to the reasons of fai
lure~ Almost every reason of failure - with the · 
exception of technical faults - has a consider
atle weight in the columns for numters of call 
attempts and traffic. In the case of this magni
tude of failure rates repeated call attempts 
effect not only the characteristics of common 
/marker, register, etc./ circuits but also the 
traff ic characteristics of the ·speech path; and 
in this way also the dimensioning. 

The effect of different reasons of failure on 
traffic engineering is determined not only ty 
the atove given concrete particular proportions, 
but also ty the steadiness of these and by their 
being a function of input parameters. Considering 
these facts the relation of the number of unsuc
cessful call attempts 1:ecause of a given failure 
to all call attempts has teen determined for a 
given period of time. The22 hours' lnvestigatloD 
period has teen devided into 15 minutes sections, 
and the relatlon of the numcer of calls measured 
in each of these sections was determined ty using 
regression analysis. The results of llnear re-
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gression are shown in Figure 1. /Let us note 
that the relationship cetween Ct/c, Ck/c and c 
can ce cetter approximated cy a paracol. Fur
thermore, curve cs/c as a function of c will ce 
rather a hypercol even cy interpreting the set 
of starting points cy eye. However, the diffe
rence is not important and the picture given cy 
linear regressions is more demonstrative, Cnf/C 
and ch/c ceiDS a fUDctioD of c can ce approxi
mated cest cy a straight line./ 

successful 
cODgested 

28,4 
27,5 
23,7 
18,1 

61,0 
11,1 
18,4 engaged + no answer 

premature acandonment 
technical fault 2,3 

7,3 
2,2 

Tacle 1. Districution of the numcer of outgoiDg 
calls /first column/ and their traffic Isecond 
column/ cetween successful calls and calls un
successful cecause of differeDt reasons. 

The character of their relation is shown cy the 
slope of the straight line in the Figure. It is 
remarkacle that cnf/c is almost parallel to 
axis c. /The situation is the same in the case 
of incoming calls./ It means that there is a 
growing rate of cnf in the calls reaching the 
sucscricer's line. However it must ce taken into 
account that the numcer of call intents increas
es in the cusy hour and the increase of the num
cer of unsuccessful attempts cecause of the 
called sucscricer can ce taken as for quite nor
mal in this period of time. This allows to look 
upon the ca lied sucscr icer as a constant "reason 
of failure" in the calculations. 

fo 

CoS: number of successful call olempls 

Cslc-- -- ................ Cf/c 

_. 
........................ 

....•.... :-:-. ~ -...:... .....• - cnf/c .-.- .~..:.:: ....-.-.-.-
-- •• __ •• __ •• --•• _Ch 

m ~ ~ ~ M ~ m ~ ~ ~ 
c[pcsj/.5 min] 

Fig.l. Relative weights of successful and un
successful outgoing call attempts versus numcer 
of all call attemp~s /regression lines/. 

The rate of unsuccessful call attempts taking 
place cecause of technical faults is relatively 
independent of c cut the frequency of other rea
sons of failure definitely depends on it. This 
shows the constant need of examining the traffic 
measurement results from the aspect of distor
tion cy overloads and from the point of view of 
appllcatlllty for traffic engineering purpo$es. 

2. DETERMINATION OF BASIC DESIGN DATA 

Traffic engineering of total telephone networks 
may nowadays rely on very well elacorated met
hods. These methods take also economic aspects 
into account. Their use is supported also cy 
tacles, graphs, etc. (2] 

These methods rely on the traditional mathemati-
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cal models and neglect the phenomenon of repea
ated calls. In the case of a network of good 
quality - if the overall failure rate is small -
this neglect may ce reasonacle. However, in the 
case of an overloaded network, when enlarging 
it the actual situation must ce taken into con
sideration cy traffic engineering as a radical 
change can not ce expected taking place from ODe 
day to the other. Therefore though a partial 
network is of good quality it may telong to an 
overloaded network for a long time. 

The task is twofold: /1/ the sucscriter's actual 
traffic intent should ce determined and /2/ it 
should ce decided whether the traditional or the 
"repeated call" mathematical model should ce 
used in the given situation. 

In order to solve these protlems the usual traf
fic measurement data as: carried traffic, numcer 
of incoming calls, holding time of call attempts 
are availacle. 

It can te shown that in an overloaded network 
the offered traffic i.e. the starting data of 
the traditional mathematical model may octain 
different values according to its teing calcu
lated from the carried traffic or from the num
cer of offered calls. However, these offered 
traffics may differ consideracly from the actual 
traffic intent. The degree of difference is 
affected cy call repetitions and failures. On 
the casis of investigation of differences the 
suitacle mathematical model may ce chosen for 
traffic engineering. The following chain of 
ideas involves approximations cut these do not 
affect the qualitative statements of the final 
results. 

2.1. OFFERED TRAFFIC AS THE FUNCTION OF THE 
PROBABILITIES OF FAILURE [3] 

Let us examine a connection path consisting of 
r st ages /Fig.2/. These stages may ce parts of 
a switching network or may ce total exchanges, 
it is only supposed that the stages are con
trolled one after the other. The probabilities 
of f a ilure valid for the individual stages /Be/ 
are available; these summarize the possible 
reasons of failure including the called sub
scriber at the end of the path,if it is neces
sary. Furthermore, the average call set up time 
for the different stages /tk(/, the number of 
call attempts directed towards the last stage 
at the beginning of the path /c/ and the number 
of sucoessful oall attempts /os/ are also known • 

It is valid for every stage that: 

c e -1 = et + c u' = C e-1 (1 - Bt) + C t-1 B~ ( 1 ) 

where 0t is the numcer of call attempts success
ful, i.e. getting through stage.(.. 

cut - is the number of call attempts unsuccess
ful at the same stage. 

I. C,_ l. ~/:. 

~--~---

41 ~ ~ 

Fig.2 . The investigated connection path 

The actual traffic intent is: 

Aoe - Co ts~ (2) 

where Co is the number of call intents; suppos
ing D small procability of failure this number 
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is almost the same for all stages. /Call intent 
is the first attempt in the series of repeated 
call attempts reaching the acove mentioned 
stage and ceing directed towards a given suc
scricer./ tst is the average holding time of 
successful calls measured at stage'. /It is 
supposed that coth the average call set up time 
for every stage and the average time of conver
sation are independent of the procacility of 
failure./ 

The offered traffic calculated from the numcer 
of all calls /c/ and from the average holding 
time of successful call attempts is: 

Ahe - c tse (3) 

On the casis of the general theory of repeated 
calls and introducing the call repetition fac
tor /~/ the f~llowtn~ formula will ce approxi
ma t e ly va 1 id l 4 J , 5 J : 

A 0< = Co ts( = _~ = 1 - PH (4) 
A ht c tst (3 , 

where 
r+1 

p =1- TT (i-Bd 
&.=1 

is the overall procacility of failure, if the 
failure procacility Bi celongs to stage i; 
H is the average perseverance expressing the 
procacility that sucscricers will repeat calls 
unsuccessful for any reason; its average value 
according to measurements lies cetween 0,5 and 
1,0 (61. 

The offered traffic calculated from carried 
traffic may ce expressed cy using c, the Bis and 
the holding times /see [3]/: 

r.1 j~1 ,.+1 

J SjtU!,)· ITC1-Bd+tstl:C1-B,) (1:) 
Att =cFT+f l-f ,-1 ~ 

f - Bt 

where tul.· is the holding time celonging to 
unsuccessftil call attempts measured in stage t 
if the call attempt cecomes unsuccessful at 
stage j. It is valid that 

j-1 

tu l,j = ~ t le ~ ) f. < i . 
1=e 

It is ocvious that first memcer of Att expresses 
the carried traffic originated cy unsuccessful 
call attempts and its second member contains the 
carried traffic originated cy successful call 
attempts. In coth cases AhC ~ Aot and Aht ~ Att 
cut Att ~ Aot may ce alike valid. 

Taking /3/ into account the ratio of the two 
different offered traffics will ce: 

r+1 j-f r.1 
> Bj9t,j JT(1-B&)+1T(1-Bi) 

Att =~~~~~ ___ ~~'_.~1 ______ ~'~-_1 ______ _ 
A"t 1 - Bc 

where et. = tut,; 
}J tsc 

(6) 

is the so called time factor. Comparing expres
sions /4/ and /6/ the possicle extreme values of 
the At~/Aot relation can ce approximately deter
mined for any cross section of the traffic path • 
If the protatllities of failure and the time 
factor are the same then these extreme values 
are determined ty the possltle extreme values of 
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H. Procacilities of failure and time factors can 
ce determined cy measurements and applying 0,5 
or 1 as extreme values of H, the limit values 
can ce octa ined. 

/It should ce remarked that if the acove mentio
ned path consisting of r stages would ce loaded 
only cy the traffic given cy the c call attempts 
on the input, the traffic measuring task would 
ce much more simple. In this case: 

Att c Yt (1 - B r f 
= ce~1 tt , 

where 
tt-~ 
. Cl 

is the average holding time of call attempts 
get t ing int 0 stage.(,. In order to determine the 
t~ holding time values, no measurements of time 
are needed and formula /5/ can ce transformed 
to contain te times./ 

It will ce shown later that as a first approach 
it is enough to dec ide whether Ate ~ Aot takes 
place in the given traffic situation or not or 
rather what is the possitle maximum value for 
the /Aht - Aoe/ and /Att - Aoe/ differences. If 
one of these differences gives a suitacle result, 
Att or Aht can ce adopted in traffic engineering. 
For the purpose of further investigations and to 
demonstrate the method, the following simplifi
cations are introduced: 
- the connection path includes three sources of 

failure /Bl, Bl' Br+l/, 
- time factors are approximately 0, with the 

exception of 8l,r+l. 

Equations /4/ and /6/ can te written in the fol
lowing simple form: 

Att./At,t, - ( i-B.) [i-B.Ni( 1-9C,r~I)] (7) 

AOl/Aht = f - H(~- (i-A.)(1-Bt)(1-B,..t)] (8) 

Applying formulas /7/ and /8/ simple nomograms 
can ce constructed. With the help of these nomo
grams it ls possicle to determine the relation 
of AoC /Aht and Att / AM at d Lfferent protat i 11-
ties of failure Bnd values of 9/Figure 3./. 

¥ 
;;- 0,1 o~ 

:,1 

F1~.3. The relationships of relative traffic 
at ferences 

o,~ 

0,7 

0,8 

O,J 
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In Fig.3. t he re lated va lues of At( /Aht and 
Aot/Aht appear in the five marked ranges. For 
these ranges the parameters Bl, B~, Br+l, and 
9r +l don't exceed the value 0,1; 0,2; 0,3; 0,4 
and 0,5 respectively and H = 0,5 - 1 were sup
posed. 

This figure can also te adopted to determine the 
relative differences tetween offered traffics. 

The example atove proves that calculated traf
fics strongly depend on failure rate and on the 
amount of repetitions. The traffic engineering 
should consider this dependence. 

2.2. TRAFFIC RANGES FOR ECONOMIC USE OF THE 
TRADITIONAL DIMENSIONING PRINCIPLES 

To decide whether At( or Ah! is the starting 
design data it is necessar~ to determine the 
deviation of the results given ty them from the 
optimum ottained ty Aoe. 

One has to estimate the difference in the numter 
of required switching elements /links, trunks 
etc./ gained t~ the different traffic values. 

In practical cases the traffic may arrive to a 
stage of the investigated path from different 
directions. In this case traffics Att

l 
Ah( and 

Aot may te interpreted as total traff cs and 
different ranges should te determined for them, 
similarly to the ranges shown in Fig. 3. In this 
case the following part of the chain of ideas 
is also valid without any change. The atove 
mentioned differences which are the measure of 
uncertainty of dimensioning may ee characterized 
e.g. ty the difference in the numter of lines 
/~N/ determined t y the actual offered traffic 
and ey that derived from the measured data or 
ey the relative difference AN/Nl,where Nl is 
the numeer of lines in the tigger group. 

From the data of the investigated system and 
from Figure 3 it is possitle to determine the 
relation of the difference tetween traffic in
tent and offered traff ic /AA = Al - A2 or AA/Al/ 
and the difference in the numter of lines /~N/ 
mentioned tefore. /Here Al denotes the smaller, 
and A2 the tigger traffic, respectivel~./ 

In Figure 4 the Nl = const. and N2 = cons t. 
1 ines 1 imi t ing AN = const. fie lds were drawn, 
into an Al , AA/Al coordinate system. 

In order to demonstrate the method the numter 
of required lines has teen calculated, for the 
sake of simplicity, on the tasis of Erlang's 
loss model. 

~A 

AfAl [~] ..," 2 3 , 5 6 
11,-' 

lOO 

gO 

80 
70 

60 
SO 

'0 
30 

20 +-Ilrt+f+liO+ .. ~ 
10 

Fig.4. Graph to determine the uncertainty of 
dimensioning 

If the va lues of Al or.i A/Al change in a way 
that the point determining pairs of values re
mains within such a field in the coordinate 
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s~steD , the calculated difference in the numter 
of lines will not change; e.g. if Al = 2,2 erl 
and .1A/Al = 20 % or 30 % then AN will te equal 
to unity in toth cases. If one of the offered 
traffics - Att or Aht - derived from measure
ments, leeds to AN = 0 then - independently of 
a possitle big AA - it can be used for design 
purposes. /Further if AN = 1 and At( or Aht> Aot 
toth Ate and Ah.( can te used./ 

According to the considerations atove a limiting 
curve for offered traffics has teen constructed. 
Under this curve traditional traffic engineering 
methods are acceptatle (Figure 5). 

If the traffic values exceed the limiting curve 
Ao has to te exactly determined ty adopting a 
traffic model taking also repeated calls into 
account. 

Naturall~ in the atove given method the accept
able AN depends on the traffic range used and 
the limiting curve shown in Figure 5 may suffer 
according changes. 

'0 
Traffic models wifh repealed caNs 

6 8 ID 12 11. 16 18 20 A.[lrlj 

Fi~.~. Domains for the use of different traffic 
mo e s . 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR REPEATED TELEPHONE 
CALLS 

In order to descrite the effect of repeated te
lephone calls man~ mathematical models have 
teen introduced during the last years. 

However, these models either represent difficul
ties of calculation /e.g. systems of equations 
of state/ or their generalization seems diffi
cult .tecause of the ir emp ir ica 1 nature. What ma
kes more difficult to solve the protlem is that 
the repeated call attempts effect the total net
work, and the analitical mathematical models in
troduced until now deal only with the most 
simple arrangements. 

Therefore it seemed reasonatle to elaborate a 
calculation method which was easy to handle, 
could easil~ take into consideration measurement 
results and at the same time the possibility of 
its generalization was not excluded. In order 
to make the verification eaSier, the idea has 
been elaborated for a symple system. On the ba
sis of the encouraging results we can say that 
the mathematical model in most cases gives re
sults which may be used in practice without 
correction. 

3. 1. BAS l e IDEA 

Call repetitions arrive to the input of the 
inv esgigated system as a feed-tack. This will 
change the character of the input process. 

The feed-tack characteristics will te determined 
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by the perseverance function valid for the given 
system and by tbe distribution of reattempt in
tervals. Tbe perseverance function - as it is 
known-gives tbe probability tbat tbe subscriber 
will repeat tbe call after a certain number of 
unsuccessful call attempts. Tbe new call attempt 
will take place after a reattempt interval. 

Tbe perseverance function determines the amount 
of unsuccessful call attempts remaining in tbe 
system for repetition. Tbe distortion in 
tbe basic cbaracter of tbe input process is 
mainly determined by the reattempt interval 
Itbese distortions take place because of repe
titions/. Generally tbe sborter is tbis interval 
tbe more probable is tbat repeated call attempts 
will bave an important role in tbe busy bour. 

According to careful and detailed traffic meas
urements tbe incoming call attempts constitute 
in spite of repetitions a Poisson process [7], 
(8] • 

It seems tbat tbe distortion of tbe input pro
cess is ratber of quantitative nature. Tbis ex
plains tbe basic idea of tbe following matbemat
ical model according to wbicb the cbanged input 
process may be described by a fictitious but 
random traffic. Tbe volume of tbis traffic can 
be determined by tbe joint effect of an optional 
perseverance function and tbe reasons of failure 
perceived in tbe system. For a fully available 
group of lines, tbe congestion caused by tbis 
fictitious traffic can be given by Erlang's 
formula and in this way further simplifications 
may take place (4), (9]. 

Both the perseverance and tbe reattempt interval 
depend on tbe reason of failure of call attempts. 
Tbe average perseverance function and tbe aver
age distribution of reattempt intervals are 
valid for a given situation, for tbe given rates 
of the reasons of failure. Therefore it is 
favourable if tbe mathematical model is able to 
take into account different perseverance func
tions and distributions of reattempt intervals 
depending on tbe reasons of failure. According 
to the abov e given basic idea it is enough if it 
is possible to apply different perseverance 
functions simultaneously in the model. This 
generalization and the variant of the model re
ferring to traffic sources of finite number will 
be given in the following. 

3.2. THE INVESTIGATED SYSTErA 

The scheme of the system is shown in Figure 6. 
Tbe arrangement corresponds to the route shown 
in Figure 2. At present this route consists of 
two stages. We suppose that tbe first stage is 
a fully available group consisting of N lines 
and the only reason of failure is group conges
tion. The second stage takes the remaining part 
of tbe network including subscribers into con
sideration. Here failure is represented by the 
constant probability p. The intensity of call 
intents is Co and the input process arriving to 
the input of the system is of C intensity. Tbe 
distribution of tbe call attempts in tbe system 
takes place according to the Figure. Tbe H-s 
drawn in tbe branchings mean tbat tbe unsuccess
ful call attempts will decide according to the 
perseverance function, whetber more repetition 
should take place or not. 

The average values of call set up times and con
versation time have been indicated in tbe appro
priate stages. In the second stage it has been 
taken into account that the times belonging to 
successful and unsuccessful call attempts are 
different. According to this the call set up 
times of the successful and unsuccessful call 
attempts and the total holding time of the suc
cesful call attempts are as follows: 
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tu = tl(i + tk2f 

·t lcs = tkf + tk22 

ts ... tit, + tc 

(9) 

Tbe following formula gives tbe average bolding 
time of tbe call attempts: 

t = t s (1-p(i-B)] (10) 

wbere 
tu e = ---=--

t k • + tc 
is the time factor. It can be easily observed 
that t is always smaller tban tbe total holding 
time of the successful call attempts and the 
degree of dicrease is determined by p and e. 

Co~(f-./J}(I-p) 

'--.......LI ...... ..." Juccessl.ul 
alempl.J 

Co (p-t) 
repealed 
aflempfs 

H 

Co (I-(I-B)(I-p)fJ) 
calls, which make no 
further aHempfs 

Fiy.6. The investigated system with tbe flow of 
ca 1 at tempts 

Before introducing the mathematical models we'd 
like to summarize tbe suppositions concerning 
the system: 
- Co is independent of tbe call congestion B; 
- call set up time and conversation tlme are 

independent of B; 
- the probability of failure for all call at

tempts is equal, lndependently of its belng 
tbe first, second, etc ••• call attempt; 

- tbe applled H/il perseverance function is 
constant in time, its value is determined by 
tbe serial number t and by tbe reason of 
fa ilure; 

- tbe effect of the remaining parts of the net
work is described by the constant probability 
of fa i lure p; 

- the probability of congestion of tbe lnves
tlgated group ls given by Erlang's formula of 
ca 11 congest ion. 

3.3. MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

3.3.1 ERLANG'S GROUP, AVERAGE Hili FUNCTION [9] 

Tbe offered traffic arriving to tbe input of 
tbe flrst stage is the product of the numcer of 
call attempts and the average bolding time: 

(11) 

It .is poss it le to inc lude tbe Ao traff ic intent 
lnto tbe formula given above; tbis will be tbe 
traffic Bucscribers really would like to put 
througb the lnvestlgated group. As Ao = Co • ts 

A.=Ao(1-p(f-e)]~ (f2) 

The congestion caused cy the group of lines is 
determined by the offered traffic A ; cut this 
can not ce expressed directly from formulas 
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/.11/ and /12/ cecause 

f?> = (?> (A~PJH(i.)]. 
On the casis of the general theory of repeated 
call attempts it is known that 

~ = 1 + t. iT (Pt~) '-4l~)] 
j-1 i-1 

(f3) 

where P/l/ is the procacility of failure in the 
case of the ith repetition. According to our 
supposition P/i/ = B + /1 - B/ P and it is valld 
that B = EN/A·/, thus 

QC) j 

(3 = 1 + ~ TT {EH(A*)+(1-E,..{A&>]p} H(i) (14) 
J-1 ,,-1 

Inserting the value of ~ into /12/ we get an 
impliclt equation; this equation can ce solved 
cy iteration. As A- ls known the data celonging 
to the system shown in Figure 6 and necessary 
for traffic engineering can be determined. 
For examp le: 

- carried traffic 

- traffic of successful call attempts 

Y. =- y" (4 - p) 
s 1 - p( i-e) 

- speech traffic 

- ineffective traffic 

Y ,.. Y1- Y' 
Let us mention that the chain of ideas of the 
method descriced in (10] is similar to the 
preceding one with the important difference of 
Hli/ = 1. 

3.3.2 ERLANG'S GROUP WITH Hj/i/ FUNCTIONS 
DEPENDING ON THE REASONS OF FAILURE 

Formula /14/ may be simply modified in case of 
introducing Hj/i/, j = 1,2, ••• n, functions 
depending on failure reason where j denotes the 
reason of fa i lure. '.'le suppose that the reason 
of failure is independent of the previous rea
son of failure and the repetition always takes 
place according to the perseverance function 
telonging to the just otserved ·reason. Let 
Hl/i/ denote the perseverance function telong
ing to congestion and H2/i/ the perseverance 
function celonging to failures taking place 
tecause of the second stage. Then 

coj 
~ = 1 + L IT {EN(A·)~1(')+ (1-EN(A':))p Ha(i)} 

j-1 L=1 

Thus for solving equation /12/ ~ given ty /15/ 
should te applied. Other details, of 3.3.1 are 
valid without any change. 

3.3.3 ENGSET'S GROUP, AVERAGE H/l/ FUNCTION 

If the traffic arriving to the system is origi
nated by a finite numcer of S traffic sources 
then the call intent intenSity is S • 10, where 
ro ls the average call intensity of one traffic 
source. Formula /11/ will take the following 
form: 
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s 
L 0(11 (5-k)P\(= Sa.* (3 
k-O 

Also in this case one can find the offered traf
f ic on the left hand side of t he formula. The 
following notations were used: 

• 0. - to t 
of' = t~ t 

~~ = to 
1 - 0.-( 1 - EN,$(c('·) J 
kth memcer of Engset's districution in 
case of N lines and S sources, 
the call intensity of free traffic 
sources, 
Engset call congestion. 

On the tasis of these the repetition coefficient 
will be: 

GO j 
~ = 1 +? JT {(e.., $c.cr)+ (1-EN,,(ocM»)p)H(l)} (17) 

P,=1 ' 
Substituting /17/ into /16/ one may obtain the 
we 11 known imp 1 ic i t formula. 

Comparing the preceding formulas with /16/ and 
/17/ the difference is that in tbe case of an 
Engset group the fictitious traffic is intro
duced for tbe average offered traffic of tbe 
individual traffic sources. 

3.4. VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL 

The simulation cbeck of tbe exactness of tbe 
metbod can be found in [11] , we would not go 

~4r-------'-------r-----~~----~ 

2,2 

- simulation with 95% 
confidence limits 

calculation according 
in section 312 

20r-------~------~------+-~--~ 

N=5 

t8r-------+-----~+_----~+-----~ 

1.6r------+------~,L----+---__ ~ 

'*r-------~--~--+_----~+-------~ 

2 2,6 ~2 38 
Aocl speech traffic intent{erl] 

Fif.? Comparison of results obtained from simu
la lon and calculation 
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into details here. The investigations carried 
out refer to two variants of the Erlang's group 
model; no comparison results exist up to now 
for the Engset's group model. 

As a conclusion one can say that the approxima
tion improves if 

the numcer of lines in the group increases, 
- the average perseverance decreases. 

To demonstrate results in Figure 7 the repeti
tion factor octained cy simulation and calcula
ted on the casis of part 3.3.2 is given. On the 
horizontal axis the speech traffic intent can 
ce seen, the 95 % confidence limits of simula
tion are also indicated. In Tacle 2 one can 
find the average perseverance procacilities for 
some points of curve I with great perseverance 
and of curve 11 with small perseverance. 

Curve 
Speech traff ic 

intent lerll I. 11. 

2 ,702 ,502 

2,6 ,778 ,5,4 

3,2 ,855 ,568 

,,8 ,894 ,597 

Tacle 2. Average perseverance values for the 
curves of Fig.7. derived from simulation tests 

,.5. APPLICATION IN PRACTICE 

The implicit system of equations determining 
fictitious traffic may ce solved cy iteration. 
In the case of ~ according to 1141 the condi
tions of iteration convergency have ceen ana
lized in details cy (9]. In all other cases 
similar considerations are valid. On the casis 
of equation 1141 tacles were made for the prac
tical work. Two different series of the Hlil 
p'erseverance function have ceen applied,(7], 
[12] • 

Parameters p and e have taken the values 0,1 
0,2 and 0,'; the range of Nand Ao was 
N = 2 + 20 and A = 1 + 10, respectively. The 
program of calcu~ation has ceen written in 
FOCAL language for a PDP8/E computer • 

The results may ce useful from two points of 
view. On the one hand traffic engineering can 
be carried out if the parameters are known and 
if the actual Hlil function is near to the sup
posed one. On the other hand one may get a gen
eral picture about the nature of the phenomenon 
and about the effect of parameter changes. Fig
ures 8, 9 show general results of this kind. 

A- is shown in Figure 8 as a function of Ao, 
two different perseverance functions were 
applied. Perseverance function according to 
[12] Icurve K.I results in larger A- than perse
vera Dce funct ion ac~ord ing to [71 Icurve M.I. 
tn the Figure the A ~ Ao relation can be ob
served too. However, if the probability of fai
lure is small, it may happen that repetitions 
do not equalize the traffic decreasing effect 
of the abandoning calls. This phenomenon can ce 
observed better in the case of smaller perse
verance. 

In Figure 9 the quantity M =~-l is shown as 
a function of N in case of different Ao and p 
values. It can be easily observed that if N is 
small then the rate of repetition will rather 
be determined by the congestionr but if the 
congestion is small then p will dominate. 
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25r----+---+---+-------------+-----+--p--"7! N.3 

A* [erl] 

20r-~----------------~~~-~N.5 

- HO), K. 
--- H(i), M. 

15 

4 5 6 ., 8 9 10 
A, [erl] 

Fig.B. The fictitious offered traffic lA-I de
pending on the traffic intent IAol with several 
perseverance f~nctions 

Fig.9. The average numcer of repeated attempts 
per call intent M as the function of the traf
fic intent Ao and the procacility of failure in 
the further parts of the network p 

It should ce emphasized that the model is acle 
to apply perseverance functions depending on 
the reason of failure. This is very important, 
namely it can ce supposed that Hilil functions 
are s table in a given period of ~he da~ while 
the average Hlil function evidently depends on 
the s ituat ion [11]. 

CONC·GUSIONS 

The demonstrated mathematical model was elaco
rated for practical purposes i.e. to ce suit
able means for traffic engineering. 

Tabl (~s and accord ing graphs assure that the mo
del can easily be adapted. The startlng assump
tions of the model are not contradictor~ to the 
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results of measurements. The model can te used 
widely tecause the measurement results can te 
taken into account in a simple and direct way. 
In pos s ession of the required measurement data 
the calculation can te improved by considering 
different reasons of failure and according per
severance functions instead of average values. 
Simulati on t es t s s howed that calculations using 
this mode l wi ll c e correct enough for practice 
if t he perseverance is not too high. For very 
high per severances su it acle corrections will ce 
derived . In t h i s way the determination of traf
fic demand can c e achieved reliatly and so one 
can f ind the starting point of traffic engineer
ing. 

The measuremen t of the traffic characteristics 
of r epeated calls is tiring and requires expen
sive measuring equipments. But if the conges
tion is low it is not necessary at all to use 
models considering repetitions, traditional 
method will also ce adequate. The scope of ap
plication of traditional methods is determined 
ty the differe nce of design results ottained ty 
using these methods and the results arrived ty 
using models considering the real traffic in
tent. With the help of the method descrited one 
can determine the poss it le differences emp loy
ing r esults of well estatlished and Simple 
measurements. On the casis of the degree of 
deviation it can ce decided whether to adapt 
traditional methods or methods with repeated 
call attempts. An example of this kind of deci
sion was shown in F i g . 5. 

According to traf f ic measurement results shown
l it i s advisacle to carry out the descrited dec -

sion not only in the case of devices with short 
holding times cut also for devices cusy during 
conversation. If this investigation shows that 
the traditional method will not give a reliatle 
result, it will only then te necessary to carry 
out a more de tailed series of measurements to 
determine the data required for a model with 
repated call attempts. 
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